
 

 

 

Hashgate’s personal diary. 

 

Always a pleasure for everyone who attends one of these jaunts, which was organised perfectly this 
year by C4, C5, Mr Blobby, Mrs Blobby, CabinBuoy, Zebedee, Florence with the assistance of Annie 
and Ray. Consider yourselves drenched with several bucketfuls of thanks  

Participants 
Ray Annie C4 C5 Donut Hashgate Whinge TC WaveRider (renamed from HP – see 24

th
 June) 

NappyRash Cabin Buoy Mrs Blobby Mr Blobby Zebedee Florence Ms Whiplash PennyPitstop Dumper 
OldDog Slapper NoSole Slippery Snowy Spex Butterfly Dribbler Lonely Aqua JJ Flash Jwax Baldrick  

Friday, 21st June 
Sedgemooor services on the Southbound M5. Got to be better than Bridgewater we thought. Gasping 
for a latte we nosed into the car park. A blank-eyed gent with unruly hair, clutching a small teddy bear 
that had obviously had a hard life, wandered past. Hmm. A seething mass of stiff-legged, desperate 
for a pee, humanity flowed in a greasy stream towards and into the gaping maw of building. Managed 
to slither sideways past heavily tattooed extra from Conan The Barbarian (probably male) into Costa 
Coffee which reminded me of scenes from Dante’s Divine Comedy. Expected there to be a sign above 
door, reading ‘All Hope Abandon Ye Who Enter Here’. However, merely abandoned eight quid for 
couple of coffees and muffins and found corner table. Ingested healing brew and attempted finishing 
Telegraph crossword amidst mobile phone chatter not quite up to standard of Oxford Debating 
Society. Noticed baby was looking at me while perched on mother’s billowing chest. Ignored chest and 
smiled at baby. Baby smiled back. Mother smiled back. Baby ralphed copiously down mother’s 
cleavage. Mother now not smiling. Made tacit excuses and left hurriedly. 

Finally arrived at Penstowe in rain showers and strong wind and went to C5’s chalet to obtain our 
chalet key. C5’s sports kit hung forlonly on line, struggling to drip more water on patio than rain was 
doing. Entered chalet, dumped stuff and made tea, standing in window watching Mr Blobby, C4 and 
C5 attempting to erect three small marquees next to each other in the wind. Turned out Simple had 
agreed to lend his trailer to bring down large marquee but had omitted to inform that trailer was size of 
match box. Hence, three smaller marquees in use. Figured not gentlemanly to watch, point and laugh 
from inside of snug chalet so went to help. Attempt by Donut to hook on side walls accompanied by 
further ungentlemanly laughter by all since she not tall enough to reach side beams. Finished and all 
stood back to watch huddled marquees swaying magnificently in onshore gusts. 

Nappyrash and WaveRider, then Whinge and TC arrived at our chalet. NappyRash insisted in weeks 
before was unwilling to take part in walks and quizzes. Joined us for evening walk and quiz round 
quirky Kilkhampton. Sheet 
of arcane questions in 
roughly geographic 
progresssion revealed just 
how quirky. House 
numbers either side of 3 
Whitecroft Way are 12, 13 
and… 13! There are 4 
number 2’s on the A39! All 
agreed pleased not to be 
postman in Kilkhampton. 
Back for BBQ in increasing 
cold. Large group gathered 
round hot sausages on 
barbeque to warm up. First 
put on fleece. Swiftly 
followed by puffa jacket. 
Group mused acidly on 
British summer. Donut 
waddling around like 
Michelin girl, holding 
thermos cup of hot water. 

Wind now approaching 
gale force 9. Marquees 

Bare-legged Slapper ignores the cold 



 
straining to take off like tethered, jostling hot air balloons. Pleasant, chatty evening with Ray and Annie 
(quiz setters and markers) guffawing and snorting at intervals as they read answer sheets. Very 
pleased to enter comfy environs of chalet later and snuggle under duvet. 

Saturday, 22nd June 
6 o’clock in the morning C5 creaks open bleary eyelid and surveys marquee pitch through curtain 
chink. Mental exclamation! Where are marquees!? Said tentage piled up in damp, mangled heap like 
enormous crashed bat against next door chalet. Aargh! Early morning recovery wearing Bart Simpson 
jimjams (well, maybe not but amusing thought). 

NappyRash and WaveRider up at crack of dawn preparing breakfast. Gratefully accepted generous 
fry-up while propping eyelids open with matchsticks. On seeing Whinge in jimmys decided to remove 
matchsticks. Bike riding day today so made way to bike shop where individually set up bikes awaited, 
bearing labels with our names on. NappyRash managed to rip handle off chalet door in eagerness to 
go cycling. Thank Lord for Whinge and TC who, since not joining us, later found hardware store with 
exact copy of broken handle and screwed on replacement. Short, medium and long routes awaited us 
with friendly locals Neil and Matthew leading medium and long. One of the ladies (possibly Mrs Blobby 
or Hotlips?) attempted to put on helmet back-to-fronto prompting much cyclogical mirth. Neil offered to 
add loop to medium/long route. Macho types accepted offer, little realising off-road battle up cliffs in 

stiff, unyielding gusts merely hors d’ouvres 
before main course. Happy to stop at 
blustery sea-front café for hot coffee in 
typical British manner. i.e. not under cover 
while rain squall dampened shoulders and 
seagulls re-enacted German air force 
manoeuvres at Dunkirk. Still, mood 
lightened as two very large people waddled 
past with reed-thin whippet. Then noticed 
large school wake-boarding party stripping 
off either side of gender-delimiting van. 
Concentrated furiously on last of coffee as 
well-fleshed female teacher attempted bra 
replacement under towel the size of pocket 
handkerchief. Set off inland on ‘medium’ 
route. Hills height and length of Tour de 

France. Donut, NappyRash and 
WaveRider (having actually each ridden 

sections of that race) set off like demented Bradley Wiggins (two of them without the sideburns). Lush, 
rolling countryside absolutely beautiful and roads mainly deserted. Fell in with Lonely. Discussed 
pensions to take mind off leg exhaustion due to occasional unilateral decision by bike to refuse to 
change gear. Assumed it was an existentialist velocipede, unable to make sense of the world or the 
requirements of any of its inhabitants. i.e Me. Change the bloody gear you two-wheeled sod. Long 
route proved a pedal too far for the group who were (barring some) knackered, hungry and desperate 
for pint. After long (many mutinous mutterings) safety loop to avoid centre of Bude (via Bridlington or 
so it seemed) we crashed up at the pub, threw bikes aside, met others from BH

3
, ordered a drink and 

were told food stopped in precisely 1 minute. Hashgate threw wobbler, refused to order food, stamped 
tootsie, fulminated against English inability to want to conduct business – customer always right; 
wouldn’t happen in U.S.A. Blah, blah, blah - and sank pint in record time. After precipitous and gusty 
cycle back up to and through the (actually very safe, thank you) centre of Bude Donut and I returned 
bikes and enjoyed excellent repast at River Life Bistro. Any time you’re in Bude – go. It’s exceptionally 
good! 

Evening soirée at Dumper’s chalet with ‘advertisement’ theme. Everyone dressed as an advert. Donut 
dressed as Tony The Tiger with two small Frosties packets attached to a belt around her nephew’s 
huge tiger onesie. Tried and failed to pretend she was not with me. However, not most frightening 
outfit. Mingled in telephonic sympathy with many 118 characters and chatted with Lonely, dressed as 
gay Elvis – not quite sure why. WaveRider dressed very convincingly as Welsh tenor with curly 
moustaches from GoCompare advert, complete with rotund embonpoint. Most frightening point when 
Jwax played ‘I heard it Through The Grapevine’ on her laptop and Baldrick stripped off to emulate buff 
young man in the original Levi’s advert. Terrifying moment when yours truly got roped in and had to sit 
next to Baldrick in pants (Not me. Him). Psychological scars still healing. 

Our chalet members went for very good meal at manor house where waitress was surprised that old 
people could organise and move tables to suit group, and order drinks and food in short time.  

Intrepid or plain daft? 



 
Wandered on to blues night in nearby bistro/bar. Wow! Four old blokes shuffled on to bandstand (not, 
not us you fool) strapped on and sat behind various instruments… then ripped up the joint with some 
fantastic blues-based rock n’roll. Zebedee and Florence joined Dumper to bounce around to Dr 
Feelgood’s ‘Got Him On Milk And Alcohol’. Variety of standards of grooving by BH

3
 to some great 

tracks (locals aptly amused). Took me back to Pub Rock days. Superb round off to evening. 

Sunday, 23rd June 
First walk of week (Dumper had one on Thursday) skippered by CabinBuoy. Drove to and parked up in 
what had clearly been a farm’s midden yard. A not very well cleared one. Whinge reckoned farmer had 
just packed up one day and left his herd. If so, said beeves obviously (and fairly successfully) 
implemented waste mis-management revenge plan. People stepped gingerly from cars, avoiding, erm, 
waste. Dry chunks curled up at ends. Like organic (and very old) Finnish slippers. Wouldn’t want to 
step into those first thing in morning. CabinBuoy had brought self, and us to right place. Problem was, 
he’d forgotten to bring the right map. First noticed something slightly awry when OldDog and I, who 
were leading pack after receiving clear leadership approval, were called back. Fortunately in good 
humour since had just seen Hotlips trip and fall a**e over t*t into brack*n. No injuries apart from my 
lightly twisted rib from laughing so much. 

Great walk along impressive coastline with lowering sky and wind-whipped sea. Spume and surfers 
being dashed on to beach in almost equal measure. After fair distance civilization spotted mile or so 
away. Thoughts of coffee and muffins. Smiles on faces. Dribbler positively beatific at thought. But no. 
Much conferencing between CabinBuoy and Baldrick, using Baldrick’s hand-held appliance which 
showed group just South of Wellington, North Island. Much wringing of hands by leader. If had 
sackcloth and ashes would have offered them. Route finally found and headed inland to excellent pig-
themed pub: Noticed large Gloucestershire Old Spot in pen outside pub doing best to upstage goat, 
chickens and geese in order to support promotion and gain potato peelings bonus. Worked for me. 
Excellent pub with skittles room roped off for private party. Private party was us! After excellent nosh 
got stuck into ‘Killer’ skittles. 3 lives each. Miss the pins left standing from previous bowler and forfeit 1 
life. Last one with life wins. Great fun with some people managing to miss all 9 pins on occasions! 
Butterfly exhibited spin-bowling skills when aiming for last 2 pins. Approached oche with panache 
though as if viewed in slow motion. Bowl left hand at precisely 2 miles and hour and rolled ponderously 
towards right-hand side of raised track and evident oblivion… if it ever got there. Crowd hushed. 
Those with bated breath thought head would explode, having held it for so long. Bowl finally drew 
laboriously parallel with lead pin, checked slightly, thought about it for a bit, then swivelled lugubriously 
towards pin, then leant against it whereupon it keeled over in slow and silent submission. Huge round 
of applause and exhalation rent charged air. Slapper seemingly unable to miss, given variety of 
handicaps: on one leg, backwards through legs. Best was blindfolded and turned round several times 
by OldDog. Cleverly used feet to find edge of raised alley. Not so cleverly returned to centre of alley 
holding heavy bowl and facing radiator on pub wall. Goes for broke with bowl. Mighty 
CLLAAANNNNGGG as bowl bounces off radiator thus saving BH

3
 cartload of money for making good 

demolished wall. Many of crowd doubled over with laughter, tears streaming down cheeks. Eventual 
winner of event was Lonely, using combination of luck, sympathetic previous bowlers and low cunning. 
Stuffed to gills and very happy, stumped off back towards midden yard few miles hence. CabinBuoy 
much more confident on this leg and we tramped rapidly onwards to farm car park, playing cowpat 
twister to get to cars. 

Can never get bored on one of these weeks and, soon after returned to Penstowe, were out again, 
walking up to New Inn in Kilkhampton for dinner in ‘Long Room’. Tables set in long row with two 
across each end, like very large ‘I’. Not sure where to sit to be above salt what with Slapper and 
NoSole at one end and C5 and C4 at other. Plumped for somewhere round middle opposite Slippery 
and Snowy since assumed their social classification almost as low as own. Food very good and very 
large. Interesting idea to have slab of lasagne with chips. ‘Large’ fish and chips like Minke whale and 
contents of Lincolnshire potato field, both fried. Staggered back to chalets later with cartoon wobble-
bellies. End of day beers forced down against gastronomic good sense then off to bed, trying not to 
break superstructure or, indeed, wind. 

No pictures of today. Apol’s. 

Monday, 24th June 

Activities Day! As if not doing enough already had signed up for coasteering group, led by Zebedee. 
After gale-whipped, storm toss’d seas weekend wondered if activity still active. Since sun actually 
shining and coasteering people giving 50/50 chance of going ahead all decided to go to cliff top venue 
and see. OldDog waved us off from kitchen window wearing sequinned housecoat with nipple tassles. 
Foghorn joined for day so took Whinge and TC in our car and followed him (with Zebedee, Florence 



 
and C5) who were led by Snowy and Slippery. Snowy led off at cracking pace. Pity we both followed 
him. He suddenly swerved off right in opposite direction to venue. Donunt raised exquisite eyebrow 
and expressed route-plotting surprise, stabbing finger at old-school road atlas and uttering logical 
incredulity. Whinge and TC similarly nonplussed. Since car containing organisers following Snowy, 
decided to do so too. Rapid, tyre-screeching circuit through sleepy hamlets brought us all back to road 
where Slapper had turned off. Navigator Of The Week later confessed satnav had urged to ‘bear right’ 
not ‘turn right’. Should have stuck with old-school atlas, Snowy. Mind you, didn’t help us much. Baaa. 
Baaa. 

Car park in field at top of hill overlooking part of bay and white wavetops. Sun fair. Breeze freshening. 
Veering Northerly. Which was why wavetops white. Joined by Looe and Liskeard’s Jacko, DoggieBag 
and Mungo. Coasteering surfer dudes stood round 
humming and hawwing while chief dude checked 
conditions in bay. Long time later chief dude 
returned, sucking teeth and waggling hand palm 
down. 50/50. Choice was ours. Damn me if we 
didn’t go for it! Helmets, flotation jackets and 
wetsuits handed out by younger surfer dudes who 
uttered “Sweeeet” and nodded each time suit 
accepted. Think Bill and Ted’s Excellent Adventure. 
Dudes had offered advice that suits were inside out 
so needed turning before donning. Zebedee 
exhibited attention span of house brick and 
attempted to pull on suit inside out. Difficult. Got 
legs on after herculean struggle. Seeing 
surrounding amusement, realised mistake and got 
legs off after further herculean struggle. Sartorial 
elegance flew off at high speed like frightened 
seagull as BH

3
 made way down steep path in 

squeaky black neoprene glory. Fetishists amongst 

us had field day. Beautiful, hidden, sandy bay at 
bottom of path. Large waves funnelled on to beach. 
Hashers bit group lip and listened intently to safety talk. Then entered water. Had never been in 
washing machine while in ‘rinse’ cycle. Surfer dudes shouted “Wave on!” every time large roller burst 
towards us, group bouncing high, then dumped behind wave. Much whooping and swallowing of salty 
water before heading off to rocks for brief rest before jumping in and out of heaving ocean. Waverider 
(née HP) earned name while attempting to crawl on to rocks after successful splash-down. Dude cried 
“wave on!!” as mighty surge headed towards her, lifted her up with ease and dumped her against rock 
face like bucket of water sloshing mini spider down bath plughole. Chief surfer dude over to her in 
Baywatch-flash and quickly assured all was well – teeth and eyeballs counted; legs on at correct 
angle. Mind you, Waverider showed us later bruise like emu egg on elbow. What a woman! Slapper 
congratulated for perfect water entries. Apparently, water-entering skills much better than blindfold 
bowling skills. All thoroughly enjoyed truly knackering experience and finally exited water like sleek 
dripping seals and sealions. Will leave it to you to identify who was which. 

And, just for good measure, joined Looe and Liskeard for Hash laid by The Bard and ScarletMoggie in 
a disused Second World War airfield on same day as international midge convention. Itchy start to 
largely confusing Trail. Much of Trail set in forest trenches. Up one down another. Then another. Spex 
and Whinge giving free rein to galloping griping about trenches (for which Down Downs rightly 
awarded later). Was explained by Hares later that forest/trenches necessary since airfield flat as 
pancake and provided too much opportunity for FRBs to be seen by rest of sneaky Pack. After Hash 
staggered off to pub in coach and enjoyed lively evening and Down Downs hosted by LLH

3
. Slept 

somewhat well this night. 

Tuesday, 25th June 

Morning of particular interest to Zebedee. Trip to Lost Gardens of Heligan where grandfather had been 
head gardener many years before. Word Heligan originated from Cornish word helygen, meaning 
‘willow tree’. After coach drive to St. Austell dropped off at gardens to be led round by knowledgeable 
lady guide. Showed us witch’s broom (large, mistletoe-like, green clump surrounding top of ancient 
tree). Showed us also pineapple cloches, warmed by 6 tons (yes, 6 tons) of manure. That’s a lot of 
horseshit! After guide left us (with our warm thanks) Spex advised was off to find young woodman with 
large chopper. Enjoyed coffee and cake with Mr & Mrs Blobby, Dumper and OldDog. Then trip through 
Jungle with the Blobs and exchange of photograph-taking with Slippery and Snowy across lily-filled 
pond. Donut and I decided very many rhodedendrons, ferns, trees, hedges etc had been viewed. 

Other way round, silly! 



 
Looked at each other, nodded – time for another coffee. Found rest of our chalet people and settled 
down to watch two old blokes who were watching DVD about the Gardens. They were NappyRash and 
Whinge.  

Day not over yet. Boarded coach in botanical haze and 
with several million midge bites to legs. Yep – really 
enjoyed that Jungle! Butterfly waving about small plant 
with long stemmed flower. Started book with Whinge and 
NappyRash on how long stem would remain in one piece. 
Were off to nearby St Austell brewery 
(http://www.staustellbrewery.co.uk/) for tour and sampling. 
Excellent tour, leaving BH
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 a) in wonderment at old 

Victorian machinery alongside contemporary, and b) in 
need of pint. Had been issued with bottle top tokens (2 = 1 
pint) so enjoyed samples in delightful ambience of 
superbly renovated loft bar with sunshine streaming 
through windows. Shame to leave but poured ourselves 
into coach and slopped back to Penstowe. Spex only 
mildly p*ssed, wandering up and down coach chatting to 
all her friends. 

But day still not over. Back aboard coach again at 7:15 dolled up to 9’s. Except Lonely who, I pointed 
out to him, had an ‘elegant insousiance’ and had no need to. Were off to superb Bude restaurant: 
Life’s A Beach. Gastronomically stratospheric emporium. Think this was night Flash got lost on way 
back from Bude. C5 managed to reach him on mobile and, from overhearing conversation, it appeared 
he had boarded bus to Holsworthy! Not sure why. Don’t think he was either. Evening a riot of fun, 
drinks, dinner and conversation culminating in one of our number coming to sit at our table and chat 
with Whinge and me. Uproarious conversation with our politically active, slightly right-wing friend who 
informed us he’d bought new German car with sun roof so he could be driven round Newbury, 
standing up out of it and giving certain salutes to startled locals. 

Having arrived back at chalet later, ready for all-out kip, suddenly descended on by Dumper and 
Dribbler. Latter had just previously descended on Ms Whiplash and PennyPitstop, enquiring of them if 
party was at their chalet. Clever ladies pointed him at our chalet where he weaved his way over to be 
met by Dumper. Much booze and laughter ensued with Donut finding pointy party hats for everyone. 
Photographs below evidence of raucousness. Just before leaving Dumper (with hat on forehead) 
agreed to keep hat on and advise OldDog he was unicorn. Presumably unicorn did not receive oats 
ration later that night… 

 

Dribbler shares a joke Madonna molested! 

http://www.staustellbrewery.co.uk/


 
Unfortunately, a personal issue meant that Donut and I had to leave for home the next day.  

Waverider (she of the boundless energy and kindnesss of heart) took some notes to flesh out the rest 
of this diary. Largely unedited, here they are:- 

Wednesday, 26th June 

Hash at Poughill laid by Mr Blobby and C5. Approximately 80 (yes, 80!) Hashers, made up of BH
3
, 

Bude Rats and Looe & Liskeard. Lovely Trail down to the sea-water swimming pool on Bude beach 
where Slapper, NappyRash and Mr Blobby bobbed happily. Zeb, JJ and Aqua frolicked in the sea. 
Cheese and cracker stop, followed by run up cliffs to enjoy amazing views. Then back to the pub with 
Down Downs officiated by RA MCX. NappyRash received one for swimming in the pool, Slapper for 
attracting cows, Whinge for reasons unknown to the RA and Dribbler for the previous night’s bothering 
of Ms Whiplash and PennyPitstop. Waverider renamed a second time. 

I understand Waverider led a chaotic circuit training session in the afternoon. Not because of her 
leadership but largely because the grass by the chalets is on a pretty steep slope. Imagine trying to do 
burpees on a 1 in 4 hill! Loved to have seen this. The circuit trainers were: Zeb, Flo, NappyRash, Mr 
Blobby, Ray, Annie, Spex, Slapper, Hotlips, Butterfly and Lonely. The rest alternately applauded and 
guffawed. 

Black T-shirt evening back in Penstowe. Assembled group formed impromptu choir and gave rest of 
holiday camp renditions of ‘Soldier, Soldier’ and ‘Old MacDonald’s Farm’, with Whinge doing animal 
impressions. Then down to Duckpool beach for barbeque and duck race, won by CabinBuoy. 

Thursday, 27th June 

Dumper’s Hash Walk… Waverider and NappyRash went instead for a 6 mile run. Sprinting sessions 
with the Bude Rats later that afternoon. Mr Blobby confided later that he’s “not really a sprinter”. 
Apparently, great fun and merriment had by all. In the evening an enjoyable trip to the tapas bar in 
Bude. 

Friday, 28th June 

CabinBuoys themed Hash: Bash Street Kids vs St Trinians. Must have given the locals something to 
stare at! Then on to the beach for fun and games. Filling a bag with water using a bucket with a hole in 
it was won by Dribbler, Butterfly, Lonely and Flash (he’d managed not to get lost). Sandcastle 
competition won by Waverider, NappyRash, Whinge, Butterfly (again!) and Ray. 

Week End Awards 

Slapper – for perfect coasteering jumping. Awarded a pasty since he’d not had one all week. 

There was a tie for the Kilkhampton Quiz first prize which was shared between C4, C5, Mr and Mrs 
Blobby in one team and PH

4
 (P*iss heads Hash House Harriers i.e. our chalet members). We obtained 

that crucial tie point for the question about a house suffering from something. Since we couldn’t find it 
we put down ‘invisibility’ and gained that vital point for originality and all-round cleverness! 

Winners of the St. Trinians quiz were Ray and Annie (runners) and Jwax, Baldrick and Flash 
(walkers). 

Slapper and NoSole won the advertisement quiz on Saturday night. 

Optimist of the Week went to Baldrick for stripping down to his (grey) underwear on that same night. 

Faller of the Week was Hotlips for her spectacular pratfall during the first walk. 

Good Eggs were Ray and Annie (Yeeaaay!!!) 

Tosser of the Week – Lonely, for winning the skittles. 

Hero(ine) of the Week was TC (for coming along despite a nastily cracked rib – whattagirl!) 

BH
3
 Ambassador – Waverider for putting Bude Rats through a stretching routine after the sprints 

Chef of the Week – Lonely, for his salad at the beach barbeque 



 
Oscars – Aqua and Mr Blobby for appearing in the Davidstowe cheddar advert 

Care in the Community Award - to CabinBuoy for taking care of Flash 

SatNav Award – to Snowy for getting lost on the way to coasteering 

Special Demolition Award – to NappyRash for ripping off the chalet door handle 

Lost Property Award – to CabinBuoy for losing his chocolate and Nobby’s Nuts 

Tealeaf of the Week – Aqua, for handing out Cabin Buoys Lost Property to one and all! 

 

Then it was off into the thick, shrouding sea fog to dinner at The Farmhouse at Trevigue. According to 
Waverider one could not even see the cars in the car park so why Aqua decided, after the excellent 
dinner, to go and see if she could view the ocean no-one is quite sure. In the event, she got quite lost 
and only the calls of “On On” by several concerned Hashers who went to find her, including JJ of 
course, led her back to safety. Did I forget to mention, the restaurant is on the top of a cliff!! 

 

Our thanks again to all who gave up their time and organised this superb week.  

It’s very much appreciated and very, very enjoyable. 

On On.  Hashgate (with assistance from cub reporter Waverider). 

Here are a few more photographs of our great times:- 

 

 
Not a good advertisement! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Slapper attempts to chat up Dumper 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

Suits you sir! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Whinge enjoys a small bowl of Sugar 

Puffs with his marmite and ketchup 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Waverider demonstrates what it 

feels like at the end of the week 
 

 

 



 

PROGRAMME FOR BUDE 2013 

Date Morning Afternoon Evening 

Friday Arrive and settle in. When you’re ready you can 
start the evening’s event. 

Quiz walk/run around 
Kilkhampton & BBQ. 

(Paid for) The BBQ will 
start at about 8pm. 

Saturday 10.00 am.  Bike Ride from new bike shop in Bude. 
Ride Flo and Zeb’s route, add bits on, take bits out 

or do your own thing. We leave Penstowe at 0930 

 

Themed chalet evening 
chez Old Dog, Dumper, 
C4 and C5 and DIY 
food. Come as a 
person/character in an 
advert. There will be 
valuable prizes for the 
best incarnation. 

Sunday 1030 am. Walk from Abbotsham, south of 
Westward Ho!, starting from The Greencliff Farm. 
Directions: Take the A39 to Abbotsham 
roundabout. Turn off to Abbotsham village and go 
down the hill before turning left at the sign marked 
"Greencliff" opposite the village hall and just before 
the post office. Follow the signs to Greencliff and 
where the road bends sharply to the left, you go 
straight on. It is exactly a mile from the village. 
Cabin Buoy has a scenic walk followed by some fun 
and games at the pub afterwards. We leave 

Penstowe at 0945. 

Dinner at the New Inn, 
Kilkhampton Leave 

Penstowe at 7pm. (Paid 

For) 

Monday Activity day. You have chosen from a host of 
alternatives. Details will be given to you by the 
person leading the activity: Zeb for Coasteering, 
Dumper for Clay Pigeon Shooting and C4 for 
Pottery. 

 

If anyone wants to do anything else at the last 
moment, see me because I’ve got lots of contact 
details. 

 

 

Hash with L2H3 near 
Davidstowe. We leave 

at 6.15pm. On To the 
The Wilsey Down, 
Hallworthy. Food in the 
pub afterwards. (They 
will provide a limited 
menu and you pay for 
yourselves on the night) 

 

Coach provided. 

 

Tuesday We leave at 9.00am for the Day Trip by coach to 
the Lost Gardens of Heligan.  On the way home 
there will be a stop at the St Austell brewery for a 
late lunch/afternoon tea and you can buy some 
beer to take home with you. 

Dinner at Life’s A 

Beach. (Paid for) 

Coach provided. We 

leave at 7.15 pm 

 



 
Wednesday 11am. Hash from Poughill, laid by Mr B and C5. 

Lunch in the pub afterwards – it’s good! Leave for 

the hash at 1030. The pub is The  Preston Gate Inn 
at Grid Ref 225078. 

 

After lunch, the afternoon is free, so at 4.30 back at 
Penstowe, Heavy Petting will lead a circuit training 
session.  

 

Two L2H3 hashers are appearing in an outdoor 
production of The Calender Girls this evening. 
Details will follow for anyone who thinks they might 
be interested in going to watch it. 

Themed chalet evening 
and DIY at Miss W’s 
and Penny Pit Stop’s. 
You need to wear a 
black T shirt. DIY food - 
if the weather’s good, 
we’re going for a beach 
BBQ at Duckpool 

Thursday 11am. Dumper’s walk from Millook . There’s no pub 
en route and it’s a long one, so bring a picnic and 
liquid refreshment. However, for those of you who 
are feeling tired by this stage, there is a short 

option.  Leave Penstowe at 1015. The start is from 
the car park at Grid Ref 189005.             

For the fit ones, you can 
go training with the Bude 
RATS, followed by 
dinner in the tapas bar 
in Bude. Everyone else 
can go straight to the 
tapas bar! 

Friday 1045am. Cabin Buoy’s famous novelty hash 
around Bude. This one’s got a twist in the tail! 
There’s also a theme – ‘Bash Street Kids v St 
Trinians’, so start thinking about what you’ll wear.  
It starts from the Brendon Arms and we can buy 
lunch there afterwards. We leave for the hash at 

1000. 

      Hash prizes at 6pm. 
Then it’s 

dinner at the Farmhouse 
at Trevigue. It’s to die 

for! (Paid For) 

Coach provided. We 

leave Penstowe at 6.45. 

Saturday Home Sweet Home. We have to be out of the 

accommodation by 10 am. 

 

 

 


